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leat and flower systems of the great vegetation types are
\ery similar from Cape York to southern Tasmania The
eucatypt family ranges from the giant swamp gum of the
lowlands to the stunted snow gum of the plateaux from
the great gnarled specimens of the inland nver valleys to
the slender dwarf mallee from the tall hard karri of the
south west to the softer species of the mountains every
where the gums in endless variety but m apparent sameness
form and adorn the bowery Australian bush In density the
forests of the continent vary greatly but they reach their
best development in the well watered regions of the south
east and south west Another large family the acacias or
wattles is also peculiarly adapted to withstand the and
conditions of the desert margins and ranges from the mulga
of the west to the beautiful golden wattle of the south east
and the twisted bngalow of the north Still farther inland
even the acacia gives place to such drought resisting plants
as the saltbush and spimfex
It will be seen that for plant life conditions are much the
same over the whole continent for everywhere except along
the east coast there is a long dry season to be endured In
the far north however still upon a basis of eucalypts the
true tropical forest or vine scrub as it is called in Queens
land occurs wherever rainfall is heavy and reliable enough
Dense thick tree growth interlaced with a great wealth of
creeper and decorated with ferns and parasites occurs on the
rainy seaward slopes Beyond the coastal region the drier
conditions cause a change from tropical forest to the more
open savannah in which the trees get fewer and smaller as
the true desert is approached This tapering rainfall is well
brought out in figures showing the annual rainfall in inches
from Darwin inland to Alice Springs
The problem of settlement is largely that of converting

